
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Ref : G/11/2020-21 
April 8, 2020 
 
Dr. Shri Harshadeep Kambleji 
Development Commissioner (Industries) 
Government of Maharashtra 
Directorate of Industries 
New Administration Building,  
2nd Floor, Madame Cama Road,  
Opp. Mantralaya, 
Mumbai – 400 032 
 

Sub : Suggestions for MSMEs 

 
Respected Dr. Shri Harshadeep Kambleji 

 
This has reference to your message to Shri Atul Pandeji, Immd Past President of 

VIA, wherein you have asked for suggestions for the MSMEs. 
 

We greatly appreciate the concerns shown and actions taken by the Government of 
Maharashtra to mitigate the disastrous created by the Corona outbreak in our country and 
particularly in our State. 
  
 As far as actions in support of industries are concerned, this is the time for strong 
stimulus package, needed for industries, who are the contributor of major chunk of 
revenue to the Government Treasury. We suggest the following measures to help 
industries in Maharashtra to bounce back with speedy recovery : 
    
1. The industry should be allowed to start the commencement of production 
 

a)  In a phase-wised manner 
b)  With preventive & precautionary measures related to sanitization, distancing, 

movements, etc. Suitable policies can be designed at your end. If required, 
VIA can prepare & suggest suitable policies for starting of factory in a phase-
wised manner. 

 
2. There is deep trouble in recovery of book debts while sales are nose diving. All 

recovery pressure by the Tax officials for recovery of GST, Profession Tax etc be 
kept on hold for a period of 6 months. 
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3.    Interest subvention @ 3% p.a. in loans to MSME may be provided as a measure to 
improve the sustainability in the market. 

 
4.   Various Government Departments and undertakings own substantial amount to 

MSMEs as receivables. They may be directed to clear the bills within 15 days to 
improve the liquidity so that working capital cycle is improved for the 
industries, providing some respite. 

5.   Smooth Transportation of Goods is the major issue which is disturbing the supply 
chain management. An appropriate solution is needed to ensure that this remains 
in operation without any hurdles and blockages, of course with abundant 
precautions on sanitation front 

6.   One of the key elements in industries is its Human resource. The labour migration 
has hit the industry very badly. Most of the labours have moved to their home 
destination after the outbreak of Corona. Efforts are needed to facilitate smooth 
returning of Labours. 

7.    The liquidity crunch needs to be ensured by offering rebate on Timely payment of 
state GST @ 4% or by allowing deferment of GST payment by 6 months. 

8. To speed up the economic recovery, an additional incentive maybe provided for all 
capital investment made during first 6 months of removal of the lock down period. 

9. The lockdown is already resulting in heavy losses for the industry. In such a 
scenario, the fixed charges in the electricity bills for first 6 months need to be 
waived. Various benefits in the form of waiver of PF Penal charges, Deferment of 
Electricity bill payment for the period of from March to September 2020, waiver of 
Gram Panchayat tax, water bills, local taxes & various utility services charges may 
be granted considering the present financial crisis of industry. Further, it is 
appealed that Employees salaries beyond one month must be borne by the 
Government as Lockdown is purely resulting in multiple losses to the industries. 

  
10.   It is appealed that MLA annual fund may now be utilized for the revival of the local 

areas. 

11.   For export to be competitive, Industries need a level playing field. Rebate on electric 
tariff for export in proportions should be given so as to make it competitive. 
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12.  Municipal corporations can help in decongestion of traffic on roads by not allowing 
hawkers any place. This will result in lesser time consumption for commuting and 
will be less tiring to travel resulting in better health and efficiency.  

13.  The inspector Raj should be strictly avoided for the next 6 months.  

14.  Governments should allow maximum compliances online / digitally to avoid travel 
and gathering in offices  

15.  The stamp duty rates for levy of stamp duty of Industrial plots are much higher than 
the actual prevailing rate. It is requested that the stamp duty be collected at actual 
rate and not on artificial rates at ready reckoner rates. 

16.  The profession tax is a tax in addition to the GST. When all the taxes were merged 
in GST, Profession tax was still kept intact. It is not contributing much revenue to 
the Government Treasury but is resulting in heavy compliance burden on the 
citizens of the states. It is humbly requested that the profession tax Act be 
scrapped. 

17.  Fully empowered “Task Force Committee” may be set up for each district for 
protection, hand-holding & taking care of the industries in each district. Though 
DICs do exist, but industries representatives be included for speedier results. 

18.  Government may set up a MSME crisis fund and extend financial support. 
  

We believe the Government to be a partner not only in the growth time but also 
during the struggling time like COVID-19. We do hope, that you will find above proposals 
suitable & in the interest of the State. 
  
  We strongly believe that the above stimulus package be announced at the earliest, 
that would help in reviving the economy. 

 
Thanking you with regards! 
  
 
  
 
  
Suresh Rathi 
President - VIA 

 


